
Binary Search Tree data structure.Binary Search Tree data structure.



A type of binaryA type of binary
tree. Organaized in atree. Organaized in a

sequential way.sequential way.



why we lean this?why we lean this?



Ordered structureOrdered structure



Efficient searching.Efficient searching.



Efficient insertionEfficient insertion
and deletion.and deletion.



balance vs unbalance vs un
balanced tree.balanced tree.



Memory efficiency.Memory efficiency.



VersatileVersatile
ApplicationsApplications



propertiesproperties



each node has twoeach node has two
child, one is left andchild, one is left and

other is right.other is right.



Left child is alwaysLeft child is always
smaller than parent.smaller than parent.



right child is alwaysright child is always
greater than parentgreater than parent

node.node.





addition operationsaddition operations



find a null node?find a null node?
create a newcreate a new

node that time.node that time.



our inserted dataour inserted data
is less than theis less than the

node value-> leftnode value-> left
nodenode.



our inserted data isour inserted data is
greater the nodegreater the node

data go right.data go right.



Let’s solve anLet’s solve an
example.example.



5, 6, 3, 4, 1, 2, 11, 10,5, 6, 3, 4, 1, 2, 11, 10,
77





















Now see for theNow see for the
search operations.search operations.



This is as like asThis is as like as
same as insertion.same as insertion.

small -> left, bigger -small -> left, bigger -
> right.> right.











Now, let’s see theNow, let’s see the
deletion.deletion.



In deletion, weIn deletion, we
have three step.have three step.



First find the node.First find the node.



if the node is leafif the node is leaf
node, then justnode, then just

delete it.delete it.



if it has only oneif it has only one
children, then justchildren, then just

shift with it andshift with it and
delete that node.delete that node.



it has the two child, thenit has the two child, then
just shift with the maxjust shift with the max

node from the left side,node from the left side,
and delete that node.and delete that node.



let’s solve anlet’s solve an
example.example.



































All the issues areAll the issues are
solved at here.solved at here.



Let’s go to theLet’s go to the
implementationsimplementations


